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Abstract

Dramatic changes in the brightness and shape of Jupiter’s extended sodium nebula are found to be correlated with the infrare
brightness of Io. Previous imaging and modeling studies have shown that varying appearances of the nebula correspond to change
and the type of loss mechanism for atmospheric escape from Io. Similarly, previous IR observational studies have assumed that enhance
in infrared emissions from Io correspond to increased levels of volcanic (lava flow) activity. In linking these processes observatio
statistically, we conclude that silicate volcanism on Io controls both the rate and the means by which sodium escapes from Io’s at
During active periods, molecules containing sodium become an important transient in Io’s upper atmosphere, and subsequent photochem
and molecular-ion driven dynamics enhance the high speed sodium population, leading to the brightest nebulas observed. This is
during volcanically quiet times when omni-present atmospheric sputtering ejects sodium to form a modest, base-level nebula. Sod
as a “trace gas” of the more abundant species of sulfur (S) and oxygen (O) is less certain during volcanic episodes. While we s
volcanism must also affect the escape rates of S and O, and consequently their extended neutral clouds, the different roles played
plume sources for non-sodium species are far too uncertain to make definitive comparisons at this time.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Jupiter’s magnetosphere offers one of the richest ble
of geological, atmospheric, and space plasma physics
nomena in the Solar System. The heavy ions of oxygen
sulfur which dominate the mass and energy budget of
magnetosphere have their origin in the volcanoes of Jupi
remarkable moon, Io. From the volcanoes, the sulfur
oxygen move by steps into Io’s atmosphere and onto its
face, and then into large extended neutral clouds aroun
and Jupiter via atmospheric escape. By subsequent io
tion and pickup they populate the plasma torus, and fin
they exit the jovian system altogether by outward diffusi
charge exchange reactions, or by precipitation into Jupi
auroral regions.

Several spacecraft encounters with Jupiter—Pionee
1973–1974, Voyager in 1979, and Ulysses in 1992—h
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-

provided snapshots of the jovian magnetospheric envi
ment. These remarkable datasets provided insights in
complex system of volcanism, surface geology, atmosph
charged particles and fields. On a much longer multi-y
timescale, the Galileo satellite has just completed a deta
in-situ study of variations of Io, the plasma torus, and
magnetosphere as a whole. Complementing these spac
missions to Jupiter has been an ongoing series of obs
tions conducted from the ground and from low-Earth-or
We describe here a decade long view of changes in the jovia
sodium nebula and contemporaneous observations of
canic activity on Io.

The sodium clouds generated by Jupiter’s satellite Io
vide a window through which to examine a complex ch
of processes that appear to dominate a magnetospher
way not found elsewhere in the Solar System. While a c
sensus model is far from complete, its potential elem
have been described in several review articles(Schneider
et al., 1989; Spencer and Schneider, 1996; Thomas, 1
Bagenal, 2004). Briefly, volcanic eruptions of lava an
geyser-like plumes populate its surface and atmosphere
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several gases (SO2, SO, S, O); a minor species is sodium, i
portant for its easy detection at visible wavelengths and
as a “tracer” of the more plentiful elements. Energetic io
trapped in Jupiter’s magnetic field bombard the atmosp
and the surface of Io, “sputtering” some of the Na atoms
of Io and into orbits around Jupiter. Some of the atmosph
gases still bound to Io and others in near-Io orbits ab
Jupiter become ionized by the impact of energetic plas
and solar EUV radiation. These low energy plasmas are
ject to Jupiter’s strong, corotating magnetic field, and t
magnetic capture (or “pick-up”) leads to the maintenanc
a plasma torus surrounding the planet at approximately
radial distance of Io (5.9RJ), as well as an ionosphere on I

Recycling of plasma back into the neutral gas state
volves an equally remarkable series of steps linked to the
that three distinct populations co-exist near Io: torus pla
traveling at co-rotational speeds (∼ 75 km/sec), togethe
with neutrals and ionospheric plasma moving with Io’s
bital speed (∼ 17 km/sec). Neutralizations of the atom
and molecular ions near Io or in the plasma torus resu
the release of neutral sodium at high speeds (Na∗) sufficient
to escape from the magnetosphere, essentially unaffecte
any other process, to form a great nebula. Within this
ant structure, the slower speed, sputtered sodium (Na) fo
the elongated cloud that orbits Jupiter with Io (the “bana
cloud).

There is a rich literature relating to the individual sodiu
clouds composed of Na near Io and Na∗ forming jets,
streams and nebulas. Using images of the Io sodium clo
at multiple fields of view (±7RJ, ±30RJ, ±500RJ) from
1990–1996,(Wilson et al., 2002)formulated a working
model of the overall jovian sodium budget. They determin
that various combinations of two basic atmospheric esc
processes—atmospheric sputtering of Na, and ionosph
escape of an unidentified molecular sodium ion (NaX+)—
are needed to explain essentially all manifestations of
sodium clouds. The pick-up of NaX+ and its subsequen
destruction in the torus to form a “stream” or distribut
source of Na∗ produces a bright and distinctly rectangul
shaped sodium nebula when it is the dominant process
mospheric sputtering may also contribute to the nebula
its efficiency in doing so depends strongly on the veloc
distribution of the escaping neutrals that result. Given a
ficient fraction of higher-speed ejections, atmospheric s
tering was shown to produce a faint and somewhat diam
shaped nebula around Jupiter during times when it is
competing with NaX+ escape. Simple charge exchan
once thought to be the dominant escape mechanism, is
understood to be only a minor exospheric process because
is unable alone to account for the appearances seen s
taneously in the three fields-of-view datasets. Thus, we
now at the stage where imaging observations of the sod
nebula provide a quantitative measure of both the rates
means of atmospheric escape from Io. The next step is t
vestigate how the coupled neutral–plasma system at∼ 6RJ
responds to changes in Io’s volcanism.
y

l-

2. Volcanic activity and the sodium nebula

Given the primary role of volcanic activity (lava flow
and plumes) in producing Io’s atmosphere, it is reason
to expect that Io’s sodium clouds and plasma torus sh
be affected by changes in Io’s volcanism. Yet, no obse
tional study to date has been able to demonstrate such
lationship. We address this issue here by presenting the
comparison of neutral sodium cloud data with contempo
neous measurements of volcanic activity over a nine-yea
riod. The two main challenges are (1) finding measurem
which somehow quantify “volcanic activity,” and (2) give
that sodium cloud observations and observations of volc
activity rarely, if ever, occur on the same night, finding a w
of estimating volcanic activity during a sodium cloud o
servation from the nearest volcanic observations availa
These are difficult issues open to varying interpretations
thus detailed discussions are required.

2.1. Observations of sodium nebula

The distant Na∗ atoms in the nebula were successfu
imaged for the first time in December 1989(Mendillo
et al., 1990; Flynn et al., 1994)and at yearly intervals
since then. The imaging technique used to observe Jup
sodium nebula has been described in several previous w
(Mendillo et al., 1990; Baumgardner and Mendillo, 199
Baumgardner et al., 1993). The basic approach is to use
small refractor (0.1 m aperture) to achieve a large field
view (approximately 6◦), an interference filter (5893± 7 Å)
to capture theD1 + D2 sodium lines, an occulting mask
prevent the bright image of Jupiter from reaching the
tector, and a CCD camera (both image-intensified and
version have been used over the past decade). On- an
band sequences of on-target and off-target images are us
separate scattered light and terrestrial sodium from the
ian signal. Calibration to absolute brightness units is d
using either a standard source or standard stars.

Observations of the sodium nebula have been made
year since its discovery. Optimal conditions require Jup
near opposition, a moonless sky, and extremely clear
photometric atmospheric conditions. In most cases, such lo
brightness level imaging requirements occurred on one
at best a few nights) of each observing season. Hence, w
there is continuity of nebula observations from year to y
shorter time resolution issues cannot be addressed with
a dataset.

2.2. Observations of infrared emission

Observations of infrared (IR) emission from Io are tak
to be a readily available measure of hot lava flows ass
ated with volcanic activity. These observations can be m
with groundbased telescopes, and it is even possible to
tinguish individual points of emission, or “hotspots,” re
resenting particular volcanic features on Io. These type
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observations have been made far more frequently than im
ing observations of volcanic plumes, the signature of
canism that is a more direct injection of volcanic gases
Io’s atmosphere. Thus, regardless of whether or not infr
emission is the best proxy for the volcanic contribution
Io’s atmosphere, it provides by far thebest possibility for
correlation studies with the sodium clouds. A major iss
however, is that the patrol-type IR observations neede
monitor Io’s volcanism are usually allotted telescope ti
on nights when the Moon is up, and thus the nebula and
canic datasets are not often simultaneous; we address th
a careful analysis of statistical patterns and trends to a
at the best possible indicator of volcanism for each ne
observation.

To obtain the best statistical comparisons possible,
select a dataset that (1) includes relatively frequent obse
vations, (2) that is most representative of “overall volca
activity,” and (3) that is as consistent as possible over
time period from 1990 to 1998. The disk-averaged brig
ness of Io’s Jupiter-facing hemisphere at 3.5 and 3.8
appears to be the best measure available. Io’s Jupiter-fa
hemisphere has been observed more frequently than
longitudes because it can be seen during eclipse whe
is in Jupiter’s shadow, a time when sunlight does not st
Io’s disk and contaminate the IR measurements. The
and 3.8-µm wavelengths are a middle-ground between
2.2-µm band, whose brightness can change quickly a
and which is most sensitive to small, hot volcanoes, and
4.8-µm band which varies more slowly, and which is m
sensitive to large and relatively cool expanses of lava
Io’s surface. Indeed, there have been periods of time w
the 2.2-µm brightness of Io was many times greater
average, while the 4.8-µm brightness remained nearly u
changed, and vice-versa. We eliminate the problem of ju
ing the volcanic activity level from Io from such dispara
measurements by using the wavelengths in-between, w
there is significant sensitivity to both extreme cases. Fo
few cases where data is not available at 3.5 or 3.8 µm
use statistical arguments to estimate those brightnesses
2.2- and 4.8-µm data, as discussed in the next section
this study we incorporate a combination of published m
surements (Spencer et al., 1992, 1994, 1997; Veeder et
1994; Howell and Klassen, private communication, 20
Silverstone et al., 1995; Stansberry et al., 1997) and pre-
viously unpublished measurements obtained at NASA’s
frared Telescope Facility using NFSCAM.

2.3. Estimating volcanic activity levels during nebula
observations

The available IR measurements are shown inTable 1,
where they have been converted to the same units for
of comparison.

The entries inTable 1describe the remarkable acco
plishment of “monitoring volcanism” on a tiny, remo
world. Our analysis of this chronology of episodic activ
-

y

r

e

r

e

led us to define the 3.5-µm brightness of 30 GW/(str µm)
as the boundary between “bright” and “dim” values, cor
sponding to volcanically “active”and “quiet” states. Bright
nesses tend to show periods of either slowly-changing va
that are less than this cutoff, or more variable values gre
than the cutoff, consistent with our interpretation of act
and quiet periods. Thus, while the 30 GW/(str µm) choice
appears to be somewhat arbitrary, our statistical anal
(described below and in anAppendix A) provide support for
there being both unambiguous activity patterns per se
Io’s volcanism, and that such a threshold level can be
posed.

The time sequence of volcanic activity on Io can be
scribed as follows: The large volcano Loki erupted on a 5
day cycle during our years of study, with average erupt
lasting 230 days, and quiet periods lasting at least 150
(Rathburn et al., 2002). Loki eruptions do not appear to b
interrupted by any temporary quiet periods, nor are the
in-between eruptions interrupted by short-term Loki activ
Thus, Io is undoubtedly volcanically active on any day d
ing a Loki eruption. The nebula observations of 1990, 19
August 1997, and 1998 (both) were made during Loki er
tions.

On top of the Loki eruption cycle, the remainder
volcanic activity on Io is characterized by relatively sho
duration eruptions separated by longer periods of qu
cence. Except for Loki, Io is volcanically quiet for the m
jority of the time, as monitored by the IR techniques. Th
IR observations are critical during Loki lulls to determi
the activity levels of the remaining volcanoes. The nebul
1995 was observed during the quiet phase of the Loki cy
but it also occurred during an eruption of one of the mi
volcanoes, Tiermes Patera, which lasted between 60 an
days. IR observations showing high activity were made b
before and after each of these nebula observations, me
there is little doubt thatthe nebulas represent high volcan
activity levels.

Non-Loki eruptions have durations which are mu
shorter than a Loki eruption, anywhere from a few mon
to less than a day, so accurate determinations of non-
activity require frequent measurements. Thus, during L
lulls, our knowledge of the total volcanic activity level of
during a nebula observation is only as good as the a
able IR measurements taken on the same day or ne
days. Five nebulas were observed during lulls in the L
cycle along with accompanying IR observations show
quiet levels. However, in most cases there are gaps of
eral days between the nebula and IR measurements, me
short-term eruptions could have occurred during the ne
observations without being seen in IR. We therefore use
large dataset of IR observations to statistically charac
ize non-Loki eruptions, and then calculate the probabilit
of eruptions happening during these nebula observat
Whenever possible, we make assumptions that maxim
the possibility of volcanic activity during these nebula o
servations in the Loki lulls, making it as difficult as possib
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Table 1
Infrared observations of Io’sJupiter-facing hemisphere

Date IR brightness (GW/(str µm)) Ref.a Long. Active volc.

2.3 µm 3.5 µm 3.8 µm 4.9 µm

1989–1990
11/24 240.0± 65.0 H 345 Loki (H)
12/15 103.0± 10.0 V 343 Loki
01/07 144.0± 14.0 V 332 Loki
01/09 241.0± 24.0 V 348 Loki+
01/25 (Nebula)
02/26 85.0± 8.0 H 15 Loki (H)
1990–1991
10/12 4.3± 0.6 43.6± 6.5 68.3± 18.7 S94 345
12/29 66.4± 9.8 115.0± 11.0 S94 345 Loki (S94)
01/12 22.3± 2.2 119.0± 11.0 178.0± 17.0 S94 345 Loki
2/7–18 (Nebula)
02/15 17.2± 2.5 93.1± 9.0 174.0± 35.0 S94 15 Loki
02/22 21.3± 3.2 70.6± 6.8 97.7± 9.4 132.0± 34.0 S94 15 Loki
03/17 120.0± 7.0 H 15 Loki
03/26 11.1± 1.1 79.7± 7.7 116.0± 17.0 S94 15 Loki (S94)
04/09 52.4± 4.0 S94 15 Loki
1991–1992
10/31 7.2± 0.4 31.2± 1.8 S92 345
11/07 36.2± 2.8 70.0± 10.0 S92 345
12/09 4.1± 2.4 19.5± 1.1 28.6± 1.9 75.0± 7.0 S92 345
12/16 6.0± 0.6 19.2± 1.9 26.9± 2.6 85.89± 13.8 S92, H 345
01/24 17.5± 0.5 25.6± 0.7 S92 345
01/31 5.6± 0.6 16.1± 0.3 24.0± 0.7 52.0 5.0 S92 345
2/6,8 (Nebula)
02/07 40.0± 4.0 V 336
02/09 40.0± 4.0 S92, H 345
1993
3/19–20 (Nebula)
03/25 28.0 3.0 V 255
03/26 53.0 5.0 V 34
03/29 61.0± 6.0 V 347
1994
06/20 11.4± 0.4 24.9± 1.1 30.7± 1.9 43.1± 13.3 15
07/12 (Nebula)
09/15 20.0± 3.4 15
1995
02/19 22.3± 1.4 26.3± 1.2 345
02/26 7.1± 1.2 21.5± 1.9 25.1± 2.2 65.9± 13.5 345
03/14 6.3± 0.5 19.3± 1.4 24.0± 3.1 49.5± 10.2 345
03/16 5.0± 0.9 345
03/23 63.4± 2.9 345 9503B (S97)
03/30 89.2± 12.9 345 9503B
04/08 15.2± 0.6 345 9503B
04/15 8.6± 0.5 23.4± 1.3 28.0± 2.0 48.2± 8.1 345
04/24 7.4± 0.5 345
05/24 8.7± 1.7 345
06/09 7.2± 0.6 15
06/11 8.4± 0.7 15
06/18 7.6± 0.9 15
06/25 7.7± 0.4 15
07/09 9.1± 0.6 23.8± 1.1 23.5± 3.0 43.5± 5.3 15
07/11 9.0± 0.2 21.3± 0.8 27.5± 1.2 44.3± 2.4 15
07/20 37.0± 4.0 S95 15 Tiermes (L)
07/21 (Nebula)
07/27 34.5± 1.9 45.3± 2.0 48.7± 3.0 59.5± 4.2 15 Tiermes
08/19 32.7± 2.0 15 Ukko+ T (L)

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Date IR brightness (GW/(str µm)) Ref.a Long. Active volc.

2.3 µm 3.5 µm 3.8 µm 4.9 µm

08/26 25.7± 1.6 57.1± 2.6 63.1± 2.8 94.3± 8.3 15 Loki+ TU (L)
08/28 21.4± 1.2 46.6± 4.9 85.5± 14.4 37.9± 6.4 15 Loki+ TU
09/04 20.2± 1.3 15 Loki+ TU
09/18 22.4± 5.4 119.3± 36.8 71.1± 21.9 15 Loki+ TU
09/20 17.5± 1.1 45.3± 1.2 49.6± 3.5 69.0± 11.6 15 Loki+ TU
10/05 17.0± 2.9 41.7± 4.0 40.2± 3.5 15 Loki
10/12 16.4± 1.3 15 Loki
11/12 14.5± 4.0 52.5± 6.8 60.8± 10.2 79.2± 10.2 15 Loki
1996
02/06 44.5± 1.6 60.2± 4.3 345 Loki
02/13 28.1± 3.2 47.0± 4.9 287.5± 37.1 345 (Loki)
02/15 10.4± 1.0 32.8± 2.1 44.8± 4.0 113.4± 23.3 345 Loki
02/29 9.8± 1.2 32.8± 0.9 39.1± 1.8 104.4± 9.2 345 Loki
03/23 5.6± 0.2 27.3± 1.7 33.4± 1.8 77.7± 10.0 345
04/03 4.2± 0.9 345
04/08 6.5± 0.4 24.5± 1.1 28.8± 2.1 83.7± 3.8 345
04/24 5.5± 0.4 22.7± 1.0 27.5± 1.0 70.9± 7.4 345
04/26 4.7± 0.5 345
04/26 4.9± 0.2 20.4± 0.6 21.3± 0.8 345
05/28 4.6± 0.4 345
06/02 5.4± 0.2 20.7± 0.6 25.3± 0.7 77.0± 8.7 345
06/04 5.0± 0.7 345
06/20 5.1± 0.3 345
06/27 3.5± 1.2 15.7± 1.4 345
08/07 7.0± 0.2 15
08/12 5.6± 0.2 18.1± 1.0 20.9± 0.9 15
08/14 4.7± 0.2 16.8± 0.3 65.9± 20.3 15
08/23 5.4± 3.3 15
08/28 33.3± 0.3 38.4± 0.4 42.0± 1.2 64.1± 6.7 15 Karei (L)
08/30 21.4± 0.8 30.5± 1.4 31.0± 1.1 62.9± 2.8 15 Karei
09/06 12.0± 0.2 23.6± 0.4 26.0± 1.2 57.9± 2.1 15 Karei
09/08 5.3± 0.6 15
09/15 5.7± 0.7 15
09/22 7.8± 0.3 15
09/30 (Nebula)
10/01 No change S97 15
10/06 292.6± 13.2 146.0± 4.0 165.8± 3.0 111.3± 9.8 15 9610A (S97)
10/08 8.8± 0.3 15
10/22 4.8± 0.3 15.6± 1.0 18.2± 1.5 43.5± 8.3 15
10/31 5.8± 0.8 15
11/07 3.4± 0.9 15
1997
03/12 17.0± 6.3 70.6± 2.6 80.1± 2.2 345 Loki (L)
03/19 19.0± 2.3 75.9± 2.8 104.6± 3.8 195.3± 8.8 345 Loki
04/20 21.0± 1.1 85.6± 5.3 250.4± 32.3 345 Loki
04/22 17.5± 0.8 345 Loki
04/29 20.6± 0.4 92.1± 2.5 110.6± 3.0 200.7± 21.0 345 Loki
05/08 22.2± 0.8 345 Loki
05/22 30.9± 11.4 345 Loki
05/24 20.4± 0.7 345 Loki
05/31 29.5± 0.8 345 Loki
06/07 206.2± 7.5 345 Loki+
06/14 27.2± 4.6 345 Loki
06/30 11.3± 0.2 64.3± 1.2 80.1± 1.5 160.9± 8.7 345 Loki
07/09 12.3± 1.1 345 Loki
07/23 40.6± 1.8 49.2± 2.6 173.2± 36.9 345 Loki
07/25 7.4± 1.3 345 Loki

(continued on next page)
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scope
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Table 1 (continued)

Date IR brightness (GW/(str µm)) Ref.a Long. Active volc.

2.3 µm 3.5 µm 3.8 µm 4.9 µm

08/01 9.8± 1.3 345 Loki
8/2–3 (Nebula)
08/24 7.3± 1.0 32.0± 3.3 46.5± 4.1 71.6± 7.5 15 Loki
8/29–9/2 (Nebula)
08/31 10.8± 0.3 29.4± 1.3 33.7± 2.1 103.4± 17.4 15 (Loki)
09/09 7.7± 0.3 27.6± 1.0 39.8± 1.1 77.0± 1.4 15
09/11 8.1± 0.7 15
09/18 3.6± 0.1 15
09/26 (Nebula)
10/04 7.9± 0.4 24.9± 0.9 28.6± 1.0 70.2± 4.4 15
10/11 7.2± 0.3 19.6± 0.7 37.4± 1.4 57.9± 5.1 15
10/18 7.2± 0.3 24.0± 1.1 29.1± 1.3 57.9± 3.1 15
10/20 5.6± 0.3 15
10/25 13.9± 0.9 27.1± 4.6 39.1± 3.1 77.7± 13.1 15
10/27 5.6± 0.6 15
11/10 8.1± 0.5 26.6± 1.0 30.2± 1.6 74.9± 12.6 15
12/28 4.5± 1.1 8.7± 0.3 14.4± 0.9 15
1998–1999
04/07 20.2± 3.4 17.9± 5.5 345
04/09 18.4± 2.1 25.8± 6.2 345
04/25 6.2± 0.3 21.9± 1.4 25.3± 1.6 66.5± 3.0 345
05/02 2.2± 0.2 20.5± 1.1 25.1± 1.4 54.8± 5.3 345
05/18 7.3± 0.4 23.2± 1.5 28.8± 2.1 66.5± 2.4 345
05/27 17.0± 5.2 345 Loki
06/03 35.5± 8.6 345 Loki
06/10 13.6± 0.6 54.0± 1.5 64.8± 2.3 144.1± 6.5 345 Loki
06/19 14.4± 0.7 70.6± 3.2 82.4± 3.0 130.2± 14.7 345 Loki
07/28 12.8± 0.5 56.6± 1.5 66.0± 1.8 125.5± 11.0 345 Loki
08/15 (Nebula)
08/20 10.0± 0.3 50.2± 1.4 62.5± 1.7 149.5± 6.7 345 Loki
08/27 11.0± 0.7 53.0± 2.4 64.8± 2.9 130.2± 7.0 345 Loki
08/29 17.5± 0.8 56.6± 2.6 66.0± 3.0 150.9± 5.5 345 Loki
9/15–19 (Nebula)
09/30 8.8± 0.3 35.4± 1.3 43.6± 1.6 111.3± 3.0 15 Loki
10/05 8.4± 0.3 38.8± 1.7 46.1± 1.7 92.6± 19.0 15 Loki
11/29 9.6± 1.2 44.9± 6.2 52.9± 6.0 99.7± 15.2 15 Loki
12/15 28.2± 1.0 66.8± 1.8 75.8± 2.1 124.3± 5.6 15 Loki+
12/31 7.2± 0.3 32.0± 1.2 39.1± 1.4 97.0± 6.9 15 (Loki)
01/23 5.0± 0.4 21.7± 1.7 26.8± 3.5 15
02/08 6.2± 0.3 22.3± 0.8 28.0± 1.3 15
02/09 6.5± 1.8 21.3± 1.9 26.0± 2.9 89.2± 7.9 15

a V: Veeder et al. (1994). H: Howell and Klassen (private communication, 2002). S94:Spencer et al. (1994). S92:Spencer et al. (1992). S95:Silverstone
et al. (1995). S97a:Spencer et al. (1997). S97b:Stansberry et al. (1997). Unreferenced: Previously unpublished data obtained at Nasa’s Infared Tele
Facility using NFSCAM. L:Lopes-Gautier (1997). T = volcano Tiermes Patera. U= volcano Ukko Patera. TU= volcanoes Tiermes and Ukko simultaneuos
“Loki +” = possible short, unidentified eruption in addition to Loki eruption.
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to categorize Io’s activity level as quiet. As a result we o
tain a strong lower limit to the probability that Io was in fa
volcanically quiet during these nebula observations.

2.3.1. Long-term non-Loki eruptions
In 1995, Tiermes Patera and Ukko Patera erupted a

tectable levels for 60–80 days and 30–70 days, respecti
Together, these represent 14 of the 23 non-Loki erup
measurements in the total dataset of 120 nights. (The e
tions overlapped in time, but we treat them as two sepa
eruptions for our statistics.) These two volcanoes thus re
.

-

sent the majority of non-Loki activity in our data; howev
their long duration also makes it less likely that similar er
tions could have occurred during a nebula observation w
out being detected in an earlier or later IR measurement

We estimate that one or more Tiermes/Ukko-style er
tions are occurring on Io’s Jupiter-facing hemisphere∼ 8%
of the time (seeAppendix A), or 15% of the time glob-
ally. Assuming these types of eruptions last at least 30 d
the only opportunities for similar eruptions to affect the o
served nebulas without being detected in the IR data a
1993 and 1994. There is a 5-day gap between the nebul
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servation and IR observation in 1993, so a 60-day erup
has a 92% chance of being detected by the IR observ
if it occurs during the nebula observation. Thus, the cha
of Tiermes/Ukko-type activity during the 1993 nebula obs
vation is∼ 0.7% on the Jupiter-facing hemisphere of Io,
∼ 9% globally. (The other hemisphere is never measur
The 22-day gap between IR and nebula data in 1994 c
spondingly makes for a 3% chance of an eruption occur
on the sub-jovian hemisphere during the nebula observa
or 11% globally.

2.3.2. Mid-range non-Loki eruptions
Two eruptions in the data lasted between 16 and 30 d

9503B and 9812A. We estimate these types of eruptions
pen∼ 4% of the time on Io’s Jupiter-facing hemisphere (
Appendix A), or 8% globally. As with the Tiermes and Ukk
eruptions, the only significant opportunities for similar erup
tions to affect nebula observations and still be undetecte
in 1993 and 1994. A volcanic event of this type is most lik
to have occurred during these nebula observations if we
sume the minimum duration of 16 days. The result for
Jupiter-facing hemisphere of Io is a 1% chance of an e
tion during the 1993 nebula and a 4% chance of an erup
for the 1994 nebula, or 5 and 8% globally, respectively.

2.3.3. Short-term non-Loki eruptions
Three eruptions in the IR data lasted less than 2 we

Karei in 1996 lasted 9–14 days; 9610A lasted 1–7 days;
9706A lasted 1–14 days. Other eruptions with these d
tions could have occurred without detection during any
the nebula observations—most importantly, during the
riods when Loki was not active. Nebula observations w
made in IR data gaps of 7 days in 1992, 9 days in 1996,
16 days in 1997.

As there are more opportunities to miss such short e
tions in the IR data gaps, we can approximately estim
their occurrence rate as the detection rate in these data.
tal the three short eruptions represent 5 detections, or 4
the IR observation days. We will therefore assume the w
case for our level of certainty—that such short-term er
tions are happening 4% of the time on Io’s Jupiter-fac
hemisphere, regardless of any IR observations made on
vious or subsequent nights. This implies eruptions 8% of
time globally.

2.3.4. Outbursts
Outbursts are bright and short eruptions perhaps las

less than one day. They are estimated to occur 3% o
time globally(Spencer and Schneider, 1996). The short-term
eruptions considered above may or may not be outburst
assuming the maximum amount of doubt, we must add
bursts as a 4th type of eruption that may occur in-betw
IR observations. That means that, taken together, short-
eruptions and outbursts are occurring 11% of the time g
ally, regardless of IR data 1 day earlier or later.
-

,

:
-

-

-
f

-

Table 2
Total volcanically active contribution to “quiet” nebulas

Year Total prob. (%) Short+ outburst (%) Mid (%) Long (%)

1992 22 11 4 8
1993 23 11 5 9
1994 27 11 8 11
1996 22 11 4 8
1997 Sept 22 11 4 8
Average 23

The total probability of an eruption happening includes one or more e
tion types happening simultaneously. The probability of the opposite—
eruption happening—is the product of the probabilities of no eruption fo
each type of eruption. For example, in 1992 the probability of no eruptio
0.89×0.96×0.92= 0.78, meaning a 22% chance of one or more erupti
happening.

To summarize the above, there is ample evidenc
characterize a nebula observation as being made d
volcanically-active periods. For those made during lulls
major activity, but possibly near a time of a short-term er
tion, we must turn to statistical treatments to characteri
“quite-time” nebula, and these cases are summarized inTa-
ble 2.

2.4. Observational trend

In Fig. 1we display all of the nebula images by year a
group them according to their volcanic activity. Since the IR
activity level crossed the active/quiet threshold during
1997 observation period, the nebula of August 2–3 is pla
in the active group, and the nebula of September 26 is pl
in the quiet group. The nebula observed in-between th
dates (August 29 to September 2) is not shown inFig. 1since
the IR brightness changed from “quiet” to “active” during
the 5-night observing sequence, meaning that nebula
not belong in either group.

There are significant differences in the brightness
shape of the sodium nebula images inFig. 1 that appea
to be correlated with the volcanic activity on Io. Jupite
sodium nebula was on average∼ 3 times brighter during
volcanically active periodsthan during quiet periods. Al
though the nebulas from 1990 (active), 1991 (active), 1
(quiet), and 1997 (both) were very similar in brightne
there was no volcanically quietnebula that appeared bright
than any volcanically active nebula. The nebula was brigh
est in 1995 and 1998, which were both volcanically ac
periods, while it was dimmest in 1992 and 1993, wh
were both volcanically quiet periods. AsFig. 1 shows, the
nebula’s brightness contours during the volcanically ac
periods of 1991, 1995, and 1998 were distinctly rectang
in shape and, with the exception of the very dim appearanc
in 1992, the nebula lacked this rectangular shape during
canically quiet periods.

Our attempts to correlate in a rigorously quantitative w
the dual characteristics (brightness and shape) of the ne
with Io’s volcanic IR brightness levels met with mixed su
cess. InFig. 2, we display the sodium brightness at a fix
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uri

e

Fig. 1. Summary of Jupiter’s sodium nebula and Io’s volcanic activity analyses for the 9-year period 1990–1998. (Top panel) Image from 1995 taken dng
an eruption of Tiermes Patera. (Middle panels) Remaining nebula images sorted by Loki’s volcanic activity level. Occulting masks of various sizes were used
to block Jupiter and its inner moon (and especially so in the 1994 panel).

Fig. 3. (Top panels) Average of nebula images for the active (left) and quiet (right) Loki periods shown inFig. 1. (Bottom panels) Models of the averag
sodium nebulas for volcanically active (left) and quiet periods (right).
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Fig. 2. Plot of Io’s sub-jovian hemispheric brightness at 3.5 µm vs. t
brightness of the sodium nebula at 200RJ from Jupiter. Uncertainty bar
indicate the range of IR brightness measured before and after each n
observation. The IR values and their uncertainty bars do not take int
count the anti-jovian hemisphere, i.e., the possible 25% chance of an
eruption during the “quiet” nebula observations of 1992, 1993, 1994, 1
and 1997 (dimmest value).

radial distance (200RJ) with the hemispheric brightness va
ues “at the time of the observations” (as described abo
The trend noted inFig. 1is again evident here. Less succe
ful were attempts to quantify the spatial morphology of e
nebula by simple parameterizations of rectangular-sha
vs. diamond-shaped brightness contour features. Thus
trends shown inFig. 1 and the population of only two o
four possible quadrants inFig. 2 remain as the best spe
ifications we can offer of Io’s volcanic control of Jupite
great sodium nebula.

3. Discussion

The observed trend for the nebula to be bright
rectangular-shaped during volcanically active periods
dim and/or non-rectangular during volcanically quiet pe
ods is most likely explained by variations in the degree
torus mass-loading by molecular ions (NaX+). That is, the
escape rate of NaX+ from Io’s atmosphere (and the resulti
rate of its neutralization in the plasma torus) is higher d
ing volcanically active periodsthan during volcanically quie
periods.Wilson et al. (2002)showed quantitatively how th
shape and brightness of the Na nebula are, in fact, d
mined by the mechanism (and rate) for Na escape from
In Table 3we show the results ofWilson et al. (2002), in
which the same nebula images from 1990–1996 were
lyzed with a neutral cloud model; also included inTable 3
are estimates of the escape rates for 1997 and 1998 bas
the same model results, along with the averages for the
states of volcanic activity. The results indicate that the
cape rate of NaX+ from Io is more than four times great
during volcanically active periods than during quiet perio
implying that volcanic activity is the most important fact
determining the NaX+ escape rate. The rate of atmosphe
sputtering of Na, on the other hand, does not vary as gre
a

e

-

-

n

,

Table 3
Sodium escape rates from Ioa (1026 atoms/sec)

Volcanically active Volcanically quiet

Date NaX+ Sputter Date NaX+ Sputter

1990 Jan 5.7± 1.6 2.0± 0.7 1992 Feb 2.0± 1.0 1.2± 0.6
1991 Feb 6.0± 1.6 1.5± 1.0 1993 Mar 1.8± 0.7 1.5± 1.0
1995 Jul 22± 8 1± 1 1994 Jul 2± 1 8± 3
1997 Augb 4.4± 1.5 5.5± 3.5 1996 Sep 3± 1 9± 3
1998c 22± 8 1± 1 1997 Sepb 4.4± 1.5 5.5± 3.5
Average 12.0± 2.3 2.2± 0.8 Average 2.7± 0.5 5.0± 1.1

a Rates for 1990–1996 are taken from analyses of the same imag
Wilson et al. (2002).

b Nebula in 1997 was similar in appearance to 1990 and 1996, s
average of 1990 and 1996 is assumed.

c Nebula in 1998 was similar to that in 1995, so 1995 escape rate
assumed.

and may actually be smaller during volcanically active
riods. In this context, it is important to keep in mind th
atmospheric sputtering rates determined from nebula im
are far less certain, given the strong dependence of ne
brightness on the ejection speed of Na.

It is now possible to unify independent observations
the nebula and of volcanic activity with Monte Carlo si
ulations results to portray the fundamental difference
nebula brightness and appearance during volcanically active
and quiet periods. We display inFig. 3 (top panels) the av
erages of the observed nebula images during Loki erup
and during quiet periods. The lower panels show the n
ula model images corresponding to the average active
average quiet conditions, obtained from the simulation
Wilson et al. (2002). Given the many uncertainties in ho
observational components of a highly coupled system re
to parameterized simulations of it, the strong agreement
played inFig. 3 is both surprising and instructive.

One possible explanation for the volcanic control of
NaX+ escape rate is that eruptions supply to Io’s atmosp
a molecular sodium species (NaX) which is otherwise
sent. NaX+ can then be created by photoionization, cha
exchange with torus ions (S+, S++, O+, etc.), or electron
impact ionization. These new ions can then flow out of
ionosphere in a current, be picked up by Jupiter’s mag
tosphere, and later dissociated in the torus to produce
jet and stream(Wilson and Shneider, 1994, 1999)and the
accompanying rectangular Na nebula(Wilson et al., 2002).
Without NaX in Io’s atmosphere, atomic Na+ pickup ions
can still be created, but these ions cannot form the Na str
feature due to their much longer recombination lifetimes

Another possible explanation is that eruptions incre
the density of Io’s SO2 atmosphere. NaX+ can then be cre
ated by chemical reactions and charge exchange of
ions with an Io atmosphere of enriched SO2 and atomic Na
(Johnson, 1994); the rates of these reactions should dep
strongly on the density of Io’s atmosphere and the co
sponding neutral column abundances along the paths of
traveling through the atmosphere(Wilson, 1996).
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4. Summary and conclusions

We have demonstrated that Io’s silicate-lava erupti
have a controlling effect on the sodium in Io’s atmosph
that leads to the extended neutral Na clouds. While it is g
erally agreed that Io’s volcanic activity is the ultimate sou
of Io’s atmosphere, neutral clouds, and plasma torus,
firmness of our results are nonetheless somewhat una
pated. Infrared emission from Io is a reasonable measu
lava eruptions, but we have only considered the IR brig
ness levels observed from half of Io’s surface; we have
nored the anti-jovian hemisphere altogether (except for
tistical arguments). It is the dominance of Loki, both in its
brightness levels and apparently strong NaX output, ove
of the other volcanoes that makes this possible. Loki, loc
on the sub-jovian hemisphere, is active approximately 5
of the time; we estimate the entire anti-jovian hemispher
be active at most only 16% of the time. Hemispheric d
ference in surface and atmospheric properties are cle
important for diurnal photochemistry effects(Moses et al.,
2002a, 2002b), and also in models of plume gas dynam
(Zhang et al., 2003). Such hemispheric characteristics a
possible differences need to be included in future neb
source modeling.

While we retained the notation “NaX+” to specify the
unknown molecular ion containing sodium, there is cons
erable evidence for calling it NaCl+. Observations of Cl+ in
the plasma torus(Kuppers and Schneider, 2000), direct de-
tection of NaCl in Io’s atmosphere(Lellouch et al., 2003),
and a recent set of atmospheric models for volcanic co
tions offer ample evidence to base further discussions u
NaCl being the parent molecule of relevance (Moses et al.,
2002a, 2002b, and references therein). Atoms can be
jected into Io’s atmosphere bydirect volcanic eruptions
by hot lava flowing over the surface causing evapora
of surface material, and by the sputtering of surface
terial by magnetospheric plasma. Yet, as argued byMoses
et al. (2002b), molecules such as NaCl enter Io’s upp
atmosphere only as an unambiguous signature of very
cent volcanic activity. This is a rather important result
sodium cloud physics at Jupiter, as discussed in deta
Moses et al. (2002b). While their modeling was not globa
or dynamical, and only specific (“Pele-type eruption”) s
narios were considered, the photochemistry pointed un
biguously towards NaCl being the dominant transient
Io’s upper atmosphere following large plumes. Moreov
they pointed out that NaCl is expected to be an imp
tant species for other types of plumes(Zolotov and Fegley
2000)and that “deposits of NaCl could be vaporized by la
flowing across the surface”(Moses et al., 2002b, p. 123.
The findings in our study are surely consistent with t
view.

While the correlation found here applies to sodium
the atmosphere and neutral clouds, we have no observa
relevant to the contributions of these lava eruptions to
more general mass budgets of S and O in the atmosp
-
f

s

e

and plasma torus. However, there is observational evid
that the sodium escape rate is indicative of S escape rate
the only study of its kind,Brown and Bouchez (1997)mon-
itored the brightness of the Na clouds and of the S+ torus
around Jupiter for nine months, and observed a month-
brightening in Na followed by a longer and more grad
brightening of S+ in the torus. Unfortunately, their observ
tional method was not able to separate the specific sod
features being monitored (i.e., “banana cloud,” jet and
stream components) and there were no data on volcani
tivity during the brightening. Thus, while their increase
S+ brightness does not necessarily represent an increa
the rate of S+ being added to the torus, the relative timin
of the Na and S+ brightness curves are suggestive of the+
mass budget in the torus being somehow related to the
increase in Na escape from Io. If the sequence observe
Brown and Bouchez is typical (S escape rates paralle
escape rates), and if lava eruptions are the dominant m
of controlling the Na escape rate from Io (meaning Bro
and Bouchez’s observed Na brightening was volcanically in
duced), then lava eruptions should affect the more gen
mass budget of S and O in Io’s atmosphere and the pla
torus. Indeed, the recent simulations for S and O in Io’s
volcanically driven atmosphere(Moses et al., 2002a)are ex-
tremely interesting in this context. The dramatic difference
between S/O ratios for quiescent and active times un
score the complexity of such a highly coupled and stron
driven neutral–plasma system. The recent analysis bySaur
et al. (1999)for ion mass loading of the torus undersco
the complexity of this process, pointing again to the n
of pursuing hemispheric and time-dependent mechani
both observationally and via modeling. Temporal patte
and episodic morphologies are the least sampled aspec
the Jupiter–Io system. While our results are the first to
late Io’s atmosphere escape and neutral cloud productio
volcanic activity on Io, our limited dataset of sodium imag
restricts our discussion to mostly annual time scales.Brown
and Bouchez (1997)were able to study shorter time sca
with data on neutral and plasma conditions covering doz
of nights within a one-year period, but without the benefi
having volcanic activity indicators. It would be of great inte
est to obtain coordinated observations of the neutral clo
the plasma torus, and volcanic activity on multiple nig
over a span of time much less than a year.

Finally, the idea of lava flows on Io’s surface having
dominant effect on Io’s atmosphere is somewhat cont
to the more accepted assumption that gaseous plumes
anating from fissures on the surface are the ultimate
mospheric source. Plume eruptions do not necessarily
sult in increased IR flux from Io, and thus we must assu
that the changing fluxes observed here are due to lava fl
on the surface. It is difficult to argue against the imp
tance of plumes to the atmosphere given their impres
size and compositional similarity to Io’s atmosphere a
the plasma torus. Indeed, the model results ofMoses et al.
(2002a, 2002b)which we have referred to repeatedly in th
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work are intended for Pele-type plumes. Thus, despite
empirical evidence here linking lava flows to atmosphe
escape, there is still a theoretical concern that our obse
IR signatures of lava flows should have such a significan
fect on the state of Io’s atmosphere. However, the erupt
of Pillan in 1997 and Tvashtar in 1999/2000 have sho
that lava flows and plume activity are at least sometime
correlated. This all suggests that two topics in need of
ther investigation are: (1) models of lava flows as a sou
of NaCl and other species for Io’s atmosphere, and (2)
servations of the sodium clouds, torus, and volcanoe
sub-annual time scales. The merging of such observa
with full-system simulations will refine our understandi
of how volcanoes drive the Io/Jupiter neutral clouds
subsequently all plasma populations throughout the jo
magnetosphere.
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Appendix A. Patterns of volcanic activity on Io

A.1. Temporal cycles

The cycle of activity associated with the prominent v
cano Loki is a well established pattern during the dec
of interest to this study(Rathburn et al., 2002). Of central
importance to this study, therefore, are the non-Loki ev
and, in particular, quiet periods. In order to rule out the
currence of a non-Loki eruption on any particular day,
observations both preceding and following that day are
quired at intervals which are smaller than the duration of
putative eruption. For instance, a series of IR observat
made at 5-day intervals would detect any eruption lastin
days or more, but might miss eruptions lasting less tha
days, with smaller detection probabilities for shorter er
tions.

We assume here that the durations of the known erup
in the available IR datasets are representative of the tota
tribution of eruption durations on Io, and we then iden
periods of time in these datasets when such eruptions c
e

y

-

e

Table A.1
Non-Loki eruption measurements in the IR dataset

Name # Detections Duration (days) Assumed duration (days

Tiermes 8 60–85 70
Ukko 6 30–70 50
9503B 3 16–28 16 or 30
9812A 1 < 30 16 or 30
Karei 3 9–14 < 1
9610A 1 < 7 < 1
9706A 1 < 14 < 1

Table A.2
Observations that would have seen Tiermes or Ukko activity

Contiguous data windows Tiermes startdetectable Ukko start detectab

90 days 1991–1992 160 days 140 days
270 days in 1995 340 days 320 days
270 days in 1996 340 days 320 days
240 days in 1997 310 days 290 days
300 days in 1998 370 days 350 days
Total 1520 days 1420 days
Actual eruption time 70 days 50 days
Eruption fraction 4.5% of the time 3.5% of the tim

ruled out. Thus, the estimated fraction of time when a p
ticular type of eruption occurs, in general, is approxima
the duration of the representative eruption divided by the
tal amount of time in the data when such an eruption co
have been detected.

IR data from 1990 and early 1991 are not useful for
analysis, since Loki was active most of the time, and th
were no regular groundbased or spacebased measure
of individual hotspots that could distinguish non-Loki em
sion from the main Loki eruptions. The multi-waveleng
data from 1992 are useful since any eruption would be
ily detected during this Loki-quiet period. Only one mul
wavelength observation is available for 1994. From 1
onward, there are large periods of time with frequent m
surements at multiple wavelengths, accompanied by ob
vations of specific hotspots, so all of these data are usefu
the series of tables below, we summarize these findings

A.1.1. Non-Loki events
SeeTable A.1.

A.1.2. Long-term eruptions of Tiermes (70 days) and Ukko
(50 days)

Based on the above, we conclude that these types of e
tions are happening 8% of the time on one hemispher
15% (1.0 − [0.92 × 0.92]) of the time globally. SeeTa-
ble A.2.

A.1.3. Medium-duration eruptions 9503B and 9812A
assuming 16-day eruptions

Assuming that eruptions 9503B and 9812A lasted 16 d
each, for a total of 32 days oferuptions, we conclude from
Table A.3that these types of eruptions occur 3% of the ti
on one hemisphere or 6% of the time globally.
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Table A.3
Observations that would have seen 16-day eruptions

Contiguous data windows 16-day start detectable

7 days in Nov 1991 23 days
7 days in Dec 1991 23
16 days in 1992 32
1 day in 1994 17
7 days in Feb 1995 23
40 days in Mar 1995 56
60 days in May 1995 76
55 days in Aug 1995 71
1 day in Nov 1995 17
23 days in Feb 1996 39
33 days in Mar 1996 49
30 days in May 1996 46
90 days at end of 1996 106
140 days at start of 1997 156
25 days in Aug 1997 41
36 days in Oct 1997 52
1 day in Dec 1997 17
110 days at start of 1998 126
9 days in Aug 1998 25
5 days in Sep 1998 21
1 day in Nov 1998 17
16 days in Dec 1998 32
16 days in 1999 32
Total 1097 days
Actual eruption time 32 days (16 days×2)
Eruption fraction 3% of the time

Fig. A.1. Summary of correlations of IR emissions at 2.3, 3.8, and 4.9 µm
with the 3.5-µm emission.

Table A.4
Observations that would have seen 30-day eruptions

Contiguous data windows 30-day start detectable

7 days in Nov 1991 37 days
7 days in Dec 1991 37
16 days in 1992 46
1 day in 1994 31
270 days in 1995 300
140 days in early 1996 170
90 days in late 1996 120
240 days for most of 1997 270
1 day near end of 1997 31
70 days at start of 1998 100
65 days in mid 1998 95
130 days in late 1998/1999 160
Total 1397
Actual eruption time 60 days (30 days×2)
Fraction 4% of the time

A.1.4. Medium-duration eruptions 9503B and 9812A
assuming 30-day eruptions

Assuming that eruptions 9503B and 9812A lasted 30 d
each, for a total of 60 days of eruptions,Table A.4suggests
that medium-range eruptions are occurring 4% of the t
on one hemisphere, or 8% of the time globally. This i
higher probability, meaning more uncertainty, than the
day assumption, so we adopt the 30-day value.

A.2. Correlation relationships between multiple IR
wavelengths

In the our main text, the summary of IR data presen
in Table 1included observations in four distinct waveleng
bands. Most of our characterizations of volcanic activity
used observations in the 3.5 µm band, with occasional n
to use other bands when these were not available. InFig. A.1
below, we show the correlations between the 3.5-µm bri
ness levels with those in the 2.3-, 3.8-, and 4.9-µm band
the full volcanic data set. Whilethe closely-spaced measur
ments at 3.5 and 3.8 µm give the best scaling patterns
relationships with 2.3 and 4.9 µm are still useful in estima
of the 3.5-µm behavior.
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